19th Fiesole Collection Development Retreat

• EBSCO – Gareth Smith
Where can EBSCO help in the Scholarly Environment?

- **Themes** – changing; emerging; reshaping; evolving
- **Changing**: OA – EBSCO index and abstract more journals/articles than contained in DOAJ
- **Emerging**: AI DeepMind (A Google subsidiary) National Health Service diagnosis
- **Reshaping**: EU Directives – purchasing choice for institutions
  - GOBI – YBP collection development
- **Evolving**: Next Gen Library systems – FOLIO [https://www.folio.org/](https://www.folio.org/)
  - Smartphone Android apps – FOLIO
  - Marketplace for new services to be shared
  - Text/Data Mining
Where do EBSCO help in the Scholarly Environment?

- AI intervenes between